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Nationwide Lifts Increases Warranty on Residential Elevators to 10 Years

Nationwide Lifts announced today that it has increased its warranty coverage of residential
elevators and lifts from the industry standard of three years to 10 years. The new 10-year
warranty covers all residential elevators and lifts sold from March 1, 2010 onwards.

Wallingford, CT (Vocus)April 20, 2010 -- Nationwide Lifts is an innovative market leader specializing in
providing homeowners with standard and custom-built elevators and lifts.

Recently, the company announced they will be extending their warranty coverage on all home elevators to 10
years, up from the three-year industry standard, at no additional cost. For all elevators sold through Nationwide
Lifts, this means all mechanical parts will be covered for ten years, electrical parts for three, and labor for one
year with the new changes. Nationwide Lifts sells various models of Freedom and Vision elevators and Jeeves
dumbwaiters, and all products by these manufacturers are covered under the new warranty.

“Increasing our warranty coverage to ten years at no additional cost to the buyer strengthens the value of our
products to today’s savvy consumers,” said Sue Siegmann Vice President of Nationwide Lifts. “The new
warranty provides our customers with secure, worry-free ownership.”

The popularity of home elevators has increased significantly over the last six years. Adding one to a home or
commercial building has become more affordable for many. “We have seen our business grow 15 to 20-percent
a year during that time,” said Andy Darnley, President of Nationwide Lifts. “With the growing trend of families
wanting to live in their homes for longer periods, the addition of a home elevator provides them with an
alternative to climbing stairs two and three times a day.” New technologies and improved manufacturing has
helped to lower the costs of buying and maintaining today’s home elevator.

Nationwide Lifts is also proud to introduce the new Vision 830 home elevator. This cleverly designed
cylindrical elevator is incased with clear acrylic panels offering you an unobstructed, 360 degree view. In a
class by itself, the Vision 830’s elegantly simple design can blend beautifully into your homes décor and unlike
traditional elevators, its modular design and self contained drive system requires less room and less overall
construction.

Nationwide Lifts even provides a green option to those considering residential elevators and wanting to
maintain an environmentally-friendly home. The Freedom Green has a cab made from 100-percent recycled
and recovered wood, while the elevator itself moves with traction drive system technology, which moves the
cab with a small motor through a counterbalance system. Together, these features require minimal power to
move and, compared to conventional elevators, only need half the energy to operate.

Nationwide Lifts is one of the only residential elevator companies to offer round-the-clock toll free telephone
support 365 days a year to its customers. As one of the leaders in home elevators, Nationwide Lifts has
corporate offices in Glens Falls, New York, and Diamond Springs, California, and many other local offices
across the United States.
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Contact Information
Andy Darnley
Nationwide Lifts
http://www.home-elevator.net
888-323-8755

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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